CJASN Invited Article Word Limits and Details

See “CJASN Original and Invited Article Descriptions” for detailed category descriptions.

Editorial (No abstract and 1,500 word maximum)
Details: The word limit is 1,500 words, excluding references, which are limited to 10. No abstract will be published for this article. Two author maximum.

Cover image (No abstract, up to 3 images and 500 word maximum)
Details: The dimensions are included below:
For 1 image: For 2 images: For 3 images:
Picas: 49p6 x 17p0 Picas: 24p9 x 17p0 Picas: 16p6 x 17p0
Inches: 8.25” x 2.8” Inches: 4.125” x 2.8” Inches: 2.75” x 2.8”

Commentary (No abstract and 2,000 word maximum)
Details: The word limit is 2,000, excluding references, which are limited to 10. No abstract will be published for this article.

Kidney Case Conference
- Attending Rounds
- ClinicoPathologic Conference
- How I Treat
- Nephrology Quiz and Questionnaire*
Details: The word limit is 2,000 words, excluding references, which are limited to 10. No abstract will be published for this article. Two author maximum. One table or one figure maximum.
*NQQ- The word limit is 1,800 words, excluding references, which are limited to 10. No abstract will be published for this article. Two author maximum. One table or one figure maximum.

Perspectives (No abstract and 1,500 word maximum)
Details: The word limit is 1,500, excluding references, which are limited to 10. No abstract will be published for this article. Two author maximum, one figure maximum and tables and graphs should be excluded.

Podcast (script) (By invitation only)
Details: 1.5 double-spaced pages followed by a 5-minute recorded podcast.

Review (3,000 word maximum)
Details: The word limit is 3,000 words excluding references, which are limited to 50. Please include an unstructured abstract (300 word limit). This category includes “Moving Points in Nephrology”.

Series (example: Glomerular Disease for the Clinician) (4,500 word maximum)
Details: The word limit is 4,500, excluding references, which are limited to 50. Please include an unstructured abstract (300 word limit).